Worker Safety and Health
Complex-wide Dialog

29 CFR Subpart D
Walking Working Surfaces

April 19, 2017

HQ Facilitator
Office of Worker Safety and Health Policy, AU-11:
David Weitzman
Intent

• Hold Discussion on a Technical Subject
• Not Providing Guidance
• Not Expressing Policy
Audio Considerations:

- WebEx Only, no VTC
- Always Mute WebEx Phone When Not Speaking
Participate

• Please Ask Questions or Give Comments
• Dialog is Better for Communication
Any Problems

• Speak Up Now
• Will Try to Fix
• Call David’s Mobile: 703-475-3582
Archive

• Slides will be posted:

  – < DOE Worker Safety and Health >
  – < VTC/WebEx Meeting Materials >

• Not Recording
Contacts

10 CFR 851 Policy

bill.mcarthur@hq.doe.gov, 301 903-6061
david.weitzman@hq.doe.gov, 301 903-5401
carol.sikora@hq.doe.gov
SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATORY AND POLICY RESPONSE LINE

The Response Line is a service maintained by the Office of Worker Safety and Health Policy, AU-11, within the Office of Health and Safety, AU-10. It provides responses to questions from DOE and DOE contractor personnel regarding worker safety and health requirements and guidance.

The information contained in responses are technical clarifications to a DOE Rule or Directive and should only be applied to the specific conditions described in a response. These responses represent the best available technical knowledge available from the Department's subject matter experts and are NOT binding upon the DOE. These responses DO NOT represent approval of a variance, exemption, or equivalence for any requirements. Requests for exemptions or equivalences for Directives must follow the procedures in DOE O 251.1C. Interpretive rulings that are binding on DOE may only be made by DOE’s Office of the General Counsel and must follow the procedures described in 10 CFR 851.

More information on variances to 10 CFR 851 can be found on the eVarience website located at https://ehss.energy.gov/HealthSafety/wshp/851variance/default.aspx.

- SUBMIT A RESPONSE LINE QUESTION
- General Information
- Search Existing Responses
Introductions

HQ Participants: